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ABSTRACT. A graph H is called a neighbourhood graph if there exists a graph 
G in which the subgraph induced by the neighbours of each vertex is isomorphic to 
H . A graph H is said to be a j -antineighbourhood graph if there exists a graph 
G in which, for each vertex v of G , the subgraph induced by the vertices at 
distance at least j -f 1 from v is isomorphic to H . The classes of neighbourhood 
and j-antineighbourhood graphs are denoted by N and A3 , respectively. It is 
shown that every graph belongs to Aj with j > 2 , and that a graph belongs 
to AQ if and only if it is a vertex-deleted subgraph of a vertex-symmetric graph. 
Some examples and properties of graphs which belong to AQ are given. It is 
shown that a graph belongs to A\ if and only if its complement belongs to Af . 
Next, the block graphs which belong to A\ are determined. Finally, some results 
on cycles whose squares belong to Af and to A\ are also included. 
1. All graphs considered in this paper are finite, undirected, and with no 
loops or multiple edges. For a graph G , let V(G) and E(G) denote the ver-
tex set and the edge set of G , respectively. For a vertex v of G , let Na(v) 
be the set of vertices (neighbours) adjacent to v in G and, more generally, 
NG(S) = (J NG(v) for a subset S of V(G). If X is a subset of V(G), then 
ves 
G — X denotes the subgraph of G induced by V(G) — X . We write G — x 
ins tead of G — {x} for x £ V(G). For a vertex v of G, the neighbourhood 
g raph N(v,G) of the vertex v is the subgraph of G induced by the set Na(v). 
Denote by Af the set of all graphs H with the property tha t there exists a 
graph G in which the neighbourhood graph of every vertex is isomorphic to 
H . T h e problem which graphs belong to Af was raised by Zykov in [37]. Many 
papers on this subject have been published. Some of these papers investigated 
which graphs H are in Af and some characterized, for a given graph H G Af, 
all graphs G such tha t N(v,G) is isomorphic to H for any vertex v of G . 
For example, [4] lists all trees with fewer than 10 vertices which belong to Af. 
Similarly, [18] presents all graphs on 6 or fewer vertices which are in Af. Many 
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examples and characterizations of graphs from Af in more restricted classes of 
graphs were obtained in [4, 5, 7-9, 11-14, 17, 18, 21, 34, 36]. The ideas and meth-
ods of group theory applied to Zykov's problem (and to related problems) gave 
many interesting and impor tant results in [4, 5, 12, 13, 15-18, 22, 23, 30, 31]. 
Some generalizations and modifications of Zykov's problem were considered in 
[2, 3, 24-28, 32, 35]. 
We consider the next modification in which we wish to change somewhat the 
point of view. Let j be a non-negative integer. For a vertex v of a graph G, 
the j -ant ineighbourhood graph Aj(v,G) of the vertex v is the subgraph of 
G induced by the set {u £ V(G): da(u,v) > j + 1} , where dc(x,y) denotes 
the distance between vertices x and y in G. Certainly , for a vertex v of G, 
Ao(v,G) is the vertex-deleted subgraph G — v o£ G. Similarly, A\(v,G) is 
obta ined from G by removing the vertex v and all its neighbours. Let Aj 
denote the set of all graphs H with the property tha t there exists a graph G 
in which the j - an t ine ighbourhood graph A3(v,G) of every vertex v of G is 
isomorphic to H . It is na tura l to ask about graphs which belong to the set Aj 
(j = 0, 1, . . . ). In Section 2, we characterize the graphs of Ao in terms of vertex-
symmetr ic graphs . We also present some examples and s t ructura l propert ies of 
graphs from Ao . The connection between the graphs from the set A\ and 
those which belong to J\f is given in Section 3. Then we consider the problem 
of characterizing block graphs which belong to A\ . We have some results for 
cycles whose squares belong to A\ and J\f, respectively. Finally, in Section 4, it 
is indicated tha t every g raph H belongs to the class Aj for each integer j > 2 . 
In general , we follow the terminology and notat ion of H a r a r y [19], and 
in t roduce new nota t ion as it is required . Let d}j(v), 6(H) and A ( i f ) denote 
the degree of a vertex v in a graph H , the min imum degree and m a x i m u m 
degree of H , respectively. A graph H is regular if 6(H) = A ( i f ) . A graph if 
is biregular if 6(H) < A ( i f ) and each vertex of H is of degree either 6(H) or 
A ( i f ) . For a g raph H , let ( i f )$ denote the graph obtained from if by adding 
a new vertex and joining it to all vertices of degree 6(H) in if . For example, we 
have ( A n ) 6 = A'„+i . The symbols FUG, F + G, F[G] and F x G represent 
the union, join, lexicographic product and cartesian product of graphs F and 
G, respectively. By nG we denote the disjoint union of n copies of a g raph 
G. A pa th , cycle, and complete graph with n vertices is denoted by Pn , Cn , 
and Kn , respectively. A"ni>... jn denotes a complete p -pa r t i t e g raph with the 
vertex classes having m , 112,. . . ,np vertices, respectively. A wheel Wn on n + 1 
vertices is a g raph isomorphic to Cn + A'i . The complement g raph of a g raph 
G is denoted by G. By = we denote an isomorphism of graphs . 
A vertex v of a graph G is called a cut vertex of G if G — v has more 
components t han G. A connected graph with no cut vertex is called a block. 
A block of a g raph G is a subgraph of G which is itself a block and which is 
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maximal with respect to tha t property. A block H of G is called an end block 
of G if H has at most one cut vertex of G . A connected graph G is a block 
graph if every block of G is a complete graph. Note that if v is a non-cut vertex 
in a block graph G, then the vertices of Na{v) U {v} induce a, block in G . 
2 . Before proceeding to a characterization of graphs which belong to Ao , we 
recall some useful definitions and facts. In a graph H , two vertices v and u art* 
said to be similar if there exists an automorphism (v of H such tha t (\(v) = u . 
A graph H is said to be vertex-symmetric if every two vertices of H are similar. 
Two edges vu and tw of a graph H are similar if there exists an automorphism 
a of H such tha t {a(t;), o(H)} = {t,w} . A graph is edge-symmetric if each 
pair of its edges is similar. A graph is symmetric if it is both vertex-symmetric 
and edge-symmet r ic There is an impor tant class of graphs known as circulants. 
Following B o e s c h and T i n d e 1 1 [6], for an integer n > 3 and a, subset S 
of { 1 , 2 , . . . , \_(n -f l ) / 2 j } , the circulant graph Cn(S) is a, graph on ?/, vertices 
i?o, v\, . . . ,U7,_i , where each vertex vt is adjacent to the vertices vt±M for .s £ S 
( the subscripts are taken modulo n). Certainly, C n (0) = Kn , C\,({1}) = Cn , 
and C r , ( { l , 2} ) is isomorphic to the square C\ of Cn . It is easy to observe 
tha t circulant graphs are ver tex-symmetr ic The converse is not t rue since, for 
example, C\ x K<i is a vertex-symmetric graph which is not circulant. However, 
T u r n e r [29] has proved tha t every vertex-symmetric graph of prime order is 
a circulant graph. For further results about vertex-symmetric, edge-symmetric, 
and symmetr ic graphs, the reader is referred to the book by Y a p [33] and the 
paper [10]. Other papers on this subject can be found in the references of Y a p 
[33, pp . 145 155]. 
We now s ta te and prove a characterization of graphs which belong to Ao in 
te rms of vertex-symmetric graphs. The proof is based in par t on facts announced 
in [20]. 
T H E O R E M 1. A graph H belongs to AQ if and only if H = nK\ for some 
positive integer n or its supergraph (H)t> is a vertex-symmetric graph. 
P r o o f . Certainly, nK\ £ Ao since (n + 1)K\ — v = n,K\ for each vertex 
v of (n + l)A"i . Suppose now that (H)f, is a vertex-symmetric graph and let w 
be a vertex such tha t (H)& — w = H . Since (H)k is vertex-symmetric, for each 
vertex v of (H)s there exists an automorphism a of (H){> tha t maps w to v . 
Then a restr icted to (H)t — w is an isomorphism between (H)f> — w = H and 
(H)s - v. Hence H £ A{) . 
To prove the converse we assume that H £ Ao and H ^ nK\ . Let G ' b e a 
supergraph of H with V(G) = V(H) U {w} and such tha t G — v = H for each 
v £ V(G). We prove tha t G = (H)s and G is ver tex-symmetr ic 
First we show tha t G is regular. Let v and u be two vertices of G. Since 
the graphs G — v and G — u are isomorphic, they have the same number of 
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edges. Hence, \E(G)\ - dG(v) = \E(G - v)\ = \E(G - u)\ = \E(G)\ - dG(u) 
and, therefore, dG(v) = dG(u). Tha t establishes the regularity of G . Surely, 
8(G - iv) = S(G) - 1 and {v £ V(G - u>): d G -u , (v) = <5(G - iv)} = 7VG(iv). It 
now follows easily tha t G is isomorphic to (G — w)& and, therefore, to H . 
In order to prove tha t G is vertex-symmetric, it suffices to show tha t for 
every vertex v of G there exists an automorphism a of G for which a(w) = u . 
Let a* : V(H) —> V(G — u) be an isomorphism between H and G — v. Since 
a* m a p s the set {x £ V ( H ) : d^(x) = <$(H)} = NG(w) onto the set {y £ 
V ( G - v ) : d G _ v ( y ) = S(G - v)} = iVG(v) , the function a: V(G) -> V ( G ) , 
where a( . r) = a*(x) if x £ V(H) and a(tD) = v, is the desired au tomorphism. 
• 
T h e following two results follow easily from Theorem 1, and they are of help 
in deciding whether or not a given graph belongs to the family Ao . 
COROLLARY 1. A graph H belongs to Ao if and only if it is a vertex-deleted 
subgraph of a vertex-symmetric graph. • 
COROLLARY 2 . If a graph H belongs to Ao • then exactly one of the following 
statements is true: 
(i) H is regular and H = nK\ or H = Kn for some positive integer n; 
(ii) H is biregular, in which case (a) A(H) = S(H) + 1 and (b) H has 
exactly S(H) + 1 vertices of degree S(H). 
D 
Note tha t the converse of Corollary 2 is not t rue. This can be seen with the 
aid of the g raph H i l lustrated in Fig. 1. This graph satisfies the condit ion (ii) 
of Corollary 2, bu t it does not belong to Ao since its supergraph (H)s is not 
ver tex-symmetr ic as it has some vertices tha t are contained in two triangles and 
o thers which are not. 




COROLLARY 3 . A cycle Cn belongs to Ao if and only if n. = 3 . 
P r o o f . The result follows easily from Corollary 2. • 
COROLLARY 4. A wheel Wn belongs to Ao if and only if n = 3 or n = 4 . 
P r o o f . The assertion is apparent for VV3 since W3 = A4 . Since (W^6 ^ 
C 4 + 2A"i is a vertex-symmetric graph, VV4 G Ao by Theorem 1. Finally, Corol-
lary 2 implies tha t Wn £ ^40 for n > 5 since in this case Wn is biregular and 
A(Wn)>6(Wn) + 2. D 
COROLLARY 5. A block graph II belongs to Ao if and only if H is a complete 
graph or a path. 
P r o o f . According to Corollary 2, every complete graph belongs to Ao • I--
par t icular , the pa th Pi = A'] G Ao . If n > 2 , then Cn+\ — v = Pn for each 
v e V(Cn+\) and thus P „ E A . 
Conversely, assume tha t a block graph II belongs to Ao and II is not a 
complete graph. Let V6 be the set of vertices of degree 6(H) in II . By Corollary 
2, IV Î = 6(H) + 1 = A ( I I ) . Since II is not a complete graph, H has at least 
two end blocks and each of them has exactly 6(H) vertices of degree 6(H). It 
follows tha t 6(H) + 1 = \V6\ > 26(H). Then 6(H) = 1 = A(II) - 1 , so H is a 
pa th . D 
THEOREM 2 . A graph H belongs to Ao if and only if its complement H 
belongs to Ao • 
P r o o f . This follows from the fact tha t G — v = G — v for every graph G 
and each vertex v of G. • 
Let AQ be the subfamily of Ao consisting of all connected graphs which 
belong to Ao • Since a graph or its complement graph is connected, in our effort 
to find all graphs of Ao , Theorem 2 allows us to concentrate on the graphs of 
the family AQ . However, for disconnected graphs we have a useful result. 
THEOREM 3 . A disconnected graph II with p > 2 components belongs to 
Ao if and only if either II = pK\ or H = F U (p — l)(F)6 for some graph F 
from AQ • 
P r o o f . Since the "if" par t is apparent , we prove the uonly if" par t . Sup-
pose tha t a g raph H with p > 2 components belongs to Ao and II ^ pA"i . 
Since (II)^ is vertex-symmetric (by Theorem 1), it does not have a cut vertex, so 
(II),5 has also p components . Certainly, these components must be mutual ly iso-
morphic and vertex-symmetric . Thus , there exists a connected vertex-symmetr ic 
g raph G (^ K\) such tha t (H)6 -= pG. Consequently, II •= (H)6 -v •= pG-u .= 
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(G — u)U(p— 1)(G — u)s for every vertex v of (H)& and every vertex u of pG . 
Since G is vertex-symmetric, G — u £ AQ by Corollary 1. But G has no cut 
vertex, so G — u is connected and it belongs to AQ . Thus H = F U (p — 1)(F)«5 
for F = G - ?i £ Ac0 . D 
A similar result holds for graphs whose complements are disconnected. 
COROLLARY 6. If II is a graph whose complement has p > 2 components, 
then H belongs to AQ if and only if either H = Kp or H = F + Kp-\ \(F)s ] 
for some graph F £ A^ . 
P r o o f . Since1 the complement graph H of II has p > 2 components , 
Theorems 2 and 3 imply that H belongs to AQ if and only if either II = pK\ or 
H = F\J(p—\)(F)f> for some F £ A$ . But this is equivalent to saying tha t either 
H^]J^^KP or ff^FU(p-l)(F)6 ^ F + ( p - a ) ( F ) 6 ^ F + A V i [ ( ^ ] 
for some F £ >1JJ . • 
COROLLARY 7. 4̂ complete p-partite graph I\ni)...)Tlp t/n£/& p > 2 and ?Li < 
n 2 < * * ' < 7//> belongs to AQ if and only if either n\ = • • • = np = 1 or 
ri\ + 1 = n2 = • • • = np for any positive integer ri\ . 
P r o o f . The result is immediate if n,\ = n2 = • • • = np = 1 . If ri\ + 1 = 
n2 = • • • = nv with p > 2 and n{ > 1, then Knu...,1lp = Kni + Kp-\ [(Kni )s ] 
belongs to AQ by Corollaries 2 and G. Suppose now that A'n i ) . . . | 7 lp £ AQ for 
some integers n.\ < n2 < • • • < np , where p > 2 and ?i;) > 1 . Since Ivni,...in = 
Km U • • • U Kllp belongs to AQ (by Theorem 2), it follows from Theorem 3 tha t 
we must have A'Ulj...)flp = I\ni U (p - l)(Kni)s = Kni U (p - l ) A n , + i . Hence 
n,\ + 1 = n>2 = • • • = np . • 
To conclude this section, wre describe the line and total graphs which belong 
to AQ . 
T H E O R E M 4 . If G is a graph, then its line graph L(G) belongs to AQ if and 
only if there exists an edge-symmetric graph H such that L(G) = L(H — e) for 
some edge c of II . 
P r o o f . Assume tha t the line graph L(G) belongs to .y40 . According to 
Theorem 1 and Corollary 2, (L(G)) , is vertex-symmetric, or L(G) = Kn , or 
L(G) = Kn for some positive integer n. Certainly, if L(G) = Ivn (L(G) = Iin , 
resp.) , then the graph H = (n + 1)K2 (H = K\%n+i - resp.) has the desired 
proper t ies . Thus assume that (L(G)) , is a vertex-symmetric graph. 
First we claim that (L(G)) is a line graph, that is, (L(G))6 is isomor-
phic to the line graph L(F) of some graph F . Assume the contrary. Then 
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by Beineke's theorem [1] (see [19, p. 74]), at least one of the nine forbidden 
graphs G\,. . . , G$ shown in Fig. 8.3 of [19] is an induced subgraph of (L(G)) . 
Moreover, since each vertex-deleted subgraph (L(G))6 — x of (L(G)) is a line 
g raph (as (L(G))6 — x = L(G)), (L(G))6 is isomorphic to one of the graphs 
C?i,. . . , C?9 . This contradicts the fact tha t (L(G)) 6 is vertex-symmetric; there-
fore we must reject the assumption tha t (L(G))6 is not a line graph. Conse-
quently, there exists a graph F such tha t (L(G))6 = L(F). Certainly, L(F) is 
vertex-symmetric and L(G) = L(F — e) for each edge e of F. Now, if we replace 
each component which is isomorphic to I\1;3 in F (if any) by a component iso-
morphic to I\3 , the line graph of the resulting graph H is isomorphic to L(F) 
and II does not contain both A\, and K\f3 as components . Then Theorem 6 
of [10], which states tha t a graph which does not contain both IV3 and A ' I ^ as 
components is edge-symmetric if and only if its line graph is vertex-symmetric, 
implies tha t H is edge-symmetric. Moreover, L(G) = L(H — e) for each edge 
e o f / Y . 
Conversely, assume that H is an edge-symmetric graph such tha t L(G) = 
L(H — e) for some edge e of H . It follows from the edge symmetry of H 
tha t H - e =- H - f for each edge / of H (see Theorem 5 in [10]). Thus 
L(G) =- L(H - / ) = L(H) - / for each vertex / G V(L(H)) = E(H), so 
L(G) eA0. • 
T H E O R E M 5 . If G is a graph, then its total graph T(G) belongs to Ao if and 
only if G = K2 or G = Kn for some positive integer n . 
P r o o f . Certainly, T(K2) =* Ii3 and T ( A Q = K^ (n > 1) belong to 
Ao • Conversely, assume tha t G is a graph such tha t T(G) G Ao • Combining 
this with Corollary 2 we conclude tha t T(G) is a regular graph; for if T(G) 
were not regular, then G would not be regular and, therefore, we would have 
A(G) > 6(G) + 1 and so A ( T ( G ) ) - 2A(G) > 26(G) + 2 = S(T(G)) + 2 , 
which is impossible. Corollary 2 now yields tha t T(G) = Kn or T(G) = Kn for 
some positive integer n. This clearly forces tha t G = K2 or G = Kn for some 
positive integer n . • 
3 . We collect here some results on the classes A\ and M. We begin by 
observing the relationship between these two classes. 
T H E O R E M 6. A graph H belongs to J\f if and only if its complement H 
belongs to A\ . 
P r o o f . It is easy to observe tha t N(v,G) — A\(v,G) for every graph G 
and each vertex v of G. This implies the result. • 
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T h e above theorem implies tha t all the elements of A\ are de termined by 
the elements of the class Af, and vice versa. In part icular , the following result 
follows immediately from Theorem 6 and corresponding results of [8, 14, 21 , 34]. 
L E M M A 1. 
(1) [21] For every positive integer n , Kn and Kn belong to A\ ; 
(2) [34] A cycle Cn belongs to A\ if and only if n = 3 , 4 , 5 . or 6 ; 
(3) [8] The complement Cn of a cycle Cn belongs to A\ for every n>3; 
(4) [8] The complement Pn of a path Pn belongs to A\ if and only if 
n ^ 3 ; 
(5) [14] The union Kni U • •.• U K1lp of complete graphs Kni,..., KUp be-
longs to A\ if and only if n\ — n p > 
(6) [21] A graph H with n isolated vertices belongs to A\ if and only 
if either H = Kn or H = Kn U F^A'n+i] where F is some graph 
without isolated vertices which belongs to A\ ; 
(7) [21] If graphs H\ and H2 belong to A\ , then their join H\ + H2 
belongs to A\; 
(8) [21] If H is a graph in which no vertex is adjacent to all other vertices 
of H , then H belongs to A\ if and only if H + Kn belongs to A\ 
for a positive integer n . 
D 
T h e pa r t s (1) and (7) of Lemma 1 imply tha t every complete p - p a r t i t e g raph 
Kin ,...,np = A"ni + Kn2 + ' • • + Knp belongs to A\ . It follows from the pa r t s (1), 
(2), and (8) tha t a wheel Wn = Cn + K\ belongs to A\ if and only if n = 3 , 4 , 5 , 
or 6. Many other examples, propert ies, and s t ructura l character izat ions of g raphs 
which belong (or do not belong) to A\ can be obtained from the results of [4, 
5, 7-9, 11, 13-15, 17, 18, 21, 23, 36]. 
In [34], Z e 1 i n k a proved tha t every pa th belongs to A\ . Our intent now 
is to characterize the block graphs which belong to A\ . The following two defi-
ni t ions and two lemmas will be relevant in the sequel. 
A block graph G is a regular windmill graph if it is isomorphic to nKp + K\ 
for some positive integers n and p. Note tha t a regular windmill g raph nKp + K\ 
is a tree if and only if it is a star K\,n = nK\ + K\ . For an integer n > 4 , we 
denote by Mn the graph obtained by taking n —2 disjoint copies of Kn and 
a new vertex VQ , and then joining the vertex Uo to exactly one vertex in each 
copy of Kn . Note tha t Mn is a graph of maximum degree n, min imum degree 
n—2 , and it has exactly one vertex of minimum degree and this vertex is a center 





L E M M A 2. Let G be a block graph of diameter d, maximum degree A , and 
minimum degree 6 . If d > 3 and A > 6 + 2,. then either in G there exist 
nonadjacent vertices x and y such that \da(x) ~ da(y)\ > 2 or G = M& . 
P r o o f . Let i; and it be vertices of degree A and 6 in G, respectively. 
Note t h a t v and every other vertex of degree A is a cut vertex in G . Let v' 
be any farthest vertex from v in G. Since d > 3 , the vertices v and v' axe not 
adjacent. In addit ion, v' is not a cut vertex and it belongs to an end block of 
G. Let B be the end block that contains v', and let v" be the only cut vertex 
adjacent to v'. It follows tha t A > dc(v") > dc(v') + 1 and da(x) — da(v') 
for each x £ V(B) — {t / '} . We distinguish two cases depending on the difference 
A - 6 . 
Case: A > £ + 2 . In this case it is straightforward to see that if da(v') < A —2 
(dc(v') = A — 1, resp.) , then the vertices v and v' ( u and v', resp.) have the 
required property. 
Case: A = 6 + 2. Assume that \da(x) — dc(y)\ < 1 for every two nonadjacent 
vertices x and y of G. We need only show that G is isomorphic to M A . Our 
assumpt ion implies tha t every vertex of degree A — 2 is adjacent to every vertex 
of degree A . It follows tha t dc(v') = A — 1, so da(v") = A . Consequently, 
Nc(v") — V(B) = {it} and, therefore, u is a unique vertex of degree A — 2 
in G. Assume tha t Nc(u) = {Ui,.. . , UA-2} • We claim that each vertex of 
Nc(u) is a cut vertex. For if not,, let vt be a counterexample . Then the set 
Nc(vi) U {vt} induces a block of order dc(vt) + 1 > A in G. But then we have 
dc(x) > A —1 for each x € Nc(vt)U{vi} , which is impossible since u £ Na(vt) 
and dc(u) = A — 2 . This implies the desired claim. In order to complete the 
proof, it suffices to show that each vertex of Nc(u) belongs to an end block of 
order A . For this purpose, let Xt be the set of all vertices x of G for which the 
shortest x — u p a th passes through the vertex vt ( i £ { 1 , . . . , A — 2} ). We now 
claim tha t X t induces a block of order A in G . To prove this, let v[ be a vertex 
of Xi which is farthest from u. Since vt is a cut vertex, v[ is not adjacent to 
u and , therefore, dc(v[) = A — 1. Furthermore, the choice of v[ implies tha t 
v[ is a non-cut vertex and it belongs to some end block of G, say Bt is an end 
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block such tha t v[ £ V(B{). Since dG(v\) = A — 1, Bx is an end block of order 
A . Note tha t the unique cut vertex which belongs to Bx is of degree A and 
therefore it must be the vertex vt . Consequently, vx is a vertex of degree A and 
Bx is an end block induced by Xt. Hence | J V(Bt) = \J Xt = V(G) - {u} . 
Finally, since no two vertices of {v\,. . . , vA-2} a r e adjacent (as the vertices of 
NG(vz) = V(Bl)U{u}-{vl} (1 = l , . . . , A - 2 ) are of degree A - l and A - 2 ) , 
it follows from the above tha t G is isomorphic to M A . • 
L E M M A 3 . For every integer n > 4 , Mn does not belong to A\ . 
P r o o f . Assume to the contrary that Mn £ A\ for some n > 4 . Let G 
be a graph such tha t A\(x,G) = Mn for each vertex x of G. Fix an arb i t rary 
vertex .To of G and consider the graph A\(XQ,G) . Since A\(XQ,G) is iso-
morphic to Mn , let i>o be the unique vertex of degree n — 2 in A\(XQ,G) , 
and let t q , . . . , vn-2 he the neighbours of VQ in A\(XQ,G) . For each i £ 
{ 1 , . . . , /i — 2} , let Bx be the end block of A\ (XQ, G) tha t contains the vertex vt . 
Certainly, Bx is a block of order n . We now choose any vertex v £ V(B\) — {v\ } 
and consider the graph A\(v,G). Since A\(v,G) is isomorphic to Mn and 
n - 2 
F ( A i ( ^ , G ) ) n ( 1 l / ( G ) - i V G ( x - o ) ) = {.ro,Uo}U U V ( # i ) , exactly n - 1 vertices 
i = 2 
of .A^v.G) belong to A ^ o ) , say V(A\(v,G)) H Na(x0) = {x\,. . . , x„-\ } . 
It is a simple ma t t e r to observe tha t VQ must be the unique vertex of de-
gree n — 2 in A\(v,G), the vertices XQ, X\ ,... , xn-\ form an end block in 
n - 2 
A\(v,G) (we denote it by Bn-\ ) , exactly one vertex of {VQ} U | J V(Bt) 
i = 2 
is adjacent to exactly one of the vertices XQ,X\, . . . , xn-\ , and precisely VQ 
must be adjacent to exactly one of the vertices x\,. . . ,xn-\ , say VQ is ad-
jacent to xn-\ . Next consider the graph A\(VQ,G). In this g raph we have 
n - l 
V(A\(VQ, G)) = (J V(B{) — {v\,... , Un_2, xn-\ } . Fur thermore , every vertex 
i = i 
of ^ ( U o ^ G ) belongs to a complete subgraph of order at least n — 1 > 3 in 
A\(VQ,G) . This contradicts the fact that A\(VQ,G) is isomorphic to Mn be-
cause the center of Mn only belongs to complete subgraphs of order at most 
two in Mn . Consequently, Mn does not belong to A\ . D 
We now s ta te and prove the main theorem of this section. 
T H E O R E M 7. If G is a block graph, then G belongs to A\ if and only if G 
is a path or a regular windmill graph. 
P r o o f . Assume tha t G is a block graph of diameter d, max imum degree 
A , and min imum degree 6 . The result is clear if d < 1. Thus assume tha t d > 2 
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and consider two cases: (/ = 2 or </ > 3 . 
Case: d — 2 . In this case G = (Iv„, U ••• U Iv „ .) + IVj for sonic positive 
integers ii\ < • • • < np = n and p > 2 . It follows from the par ts (5) and (S) of 
Lemma 1 tha t G G A\ if and only if 7? \ = • • • — // , = n , that is, if and only if 
G is a regular windmill graph, G — pKu + A i . 
Case: d > 3 . It is clear that if G is a path , G = Pd+\ , tluui G G A\ since 
A\(v,Cd+4) = Pd+\ for each vertex v G V(Cd+.\). It remains to prove that G 
does not belong to A\ if it is not a, path . Suppose to the contrary that G belongs 
to A\ and G is not a pa th . Then, let H be a graph such that _4i(r, II ) = G for 
each vertex r of H . Let 7' be the maximum degree in H . Our assumptions on 
G imply tha t A > c > 1 . In addition, it is easy to observe that II is a regular 
graph of degree r and 7* > A > 3 . Now let x{) be an arbitrary vertex of H and 
consider the graph A\(XQ,H) = G . We distinguish two subcases: A > b + 2 or 
A = o~ + 1 . 
Subcase: A > c + 2 . Using L(Tiiina. 3 we need only consid(T the rase G ^ 
i\FA • In this case Lemma 2 implies that there exist two nonadjaceiit vertices r 
and u in A] (.To, II) such that for their degrees dv = <lAl(ri)ji)(
v) ; i l l ( l <Ui r~ 
dA (Xojf)(u:) w(* have \dv — du\ > 2 , say (/l; > ( / „+2 . We now consider the graphs 
A\(v,H) and A\(u,H) each of which is isomorphic to G. The graphs ,4 i ( r , I I ) 
and A\(u,H) have dv and t/?1 vertices in N//(r0), r(^sp(M*tiv(4y. This implies 
tha t |iV//(c) H jVI/(r0)| = r - r/„ and |A
r//(u) fl iV//(r ( )) | = r - du . Since dv > 
rf„ + 2 , we can find two different vertices r and y such that { r , y } C (IV//(v/) — 
Nff(v)) nIV//(.7'o). Certainly, the vertices r , //, r() , and u, l)elong to th(^ block 
graph .4i(??,II) and, therefor(% they are mutually adjacent in + i ( c , I I ) and in 
H. Hence, u G NH(XQ) and, th(T(^for(», ?/ ^ Vr(.4i (r ( ) , II)) , a, contradiction. 
Subcase: A = b + 1 . In this cas(j (W(Ty vertex of the graph ,4i(r ( ) , H) = G
f is 
of degree A or A — 1 , and each vertex of degree A is a cut vertex in .4j (r ( ) , II ) . 
In addi t ion, each end block of A\ (x{), H) is of order A . Moreover, if B is an end 
block in A\(x{), H) and z is a unique cut vertex of A\(x{), H) that belongs to 
B , then z is a, vertex of degree A and, therefore, there exists exactly OIK* other 
block B' in . 4 i ( r 0 , H ) that contains z , and B' is of order two. This implies that 
if a vertex x belongs to an end block in . 4 i ( r 0 , I I ) then it belongs to exactly 
one such block and we denote this block by Be(x). We now choose a vertex v{) 
in A\(XQ,H) such tha t dA]{xofl)(v0,v) — d for SOUK
1 vertex v of . 4 i ( r u , H ) . 
Let Vd be the set of all vertices at distance d from v{) in A i ( r ( ) , I I ) . We shall 
use the nota t ion VJ = NAl{r0iH)(Vd) - Vd and V'j = NAl{loJ{)(V;i) - Vd . It is 
clear tha t the sets Vd , V
rJ , VJ' are nonempty and mutually disjoint. Moreover, 
each vertex x of Vd U {Uo} 1s a non-cut vertex and it belongs to some end block 
of A\(X.Q,H) , each vertex x' of VJ is a cut vertex and it belongs to some end 
block of A\(XQ, H), each vertex x" of Vf" is a cut vertex, and for each vertex 
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x1 of VJ there exists exactly one vertex x" in Vj' such that together they form 
a block in A\(x0,H) . 
We now consider the graph A\(v0,H) ~ G. In this graph we have 
V(A\(vo,H)) = (v(A\(xo,H)) - V(Be(v0))) U {x0} U (NH(x0) - NH(v0)) . 
Therefore the set NH(XO) — NH(VQ) has A —1 vertices, say NH(XO) — NH(VO) = 
{x\,.. • , # A - I } • Since Ai(v0,H) is connected and NAl{v0:H)(xo) = 
{^i,... , X A - I } , there exists at least one edge joining a vertex of {x\,. . . , .XA-I} 
to a vertex of V(A\(x0,H)) — V(B€(VQ)) • We may assume that # A - I is ad-
jacent to a vertex x* £ V(A\(x0, H)) — V(Be(vo)) . Then no other vertex of 
{x\,... , # A - 2 } is adjacent to a vertex of A\(xo, H) — V(Be(v0)) . For if a ver-
tex Xi (i £ { 1 , . . . , A — 2}) were adjacent to a vertex xf £ V(A\(x0,H)) — 
"V(J?e(^o)) , then a x* — x' path (in ^4i(x0 ,H)) together with the edges X'.T, , 
XiXo , .r0XA-i , X A - I ^ * would form a cycle in A\(v0, H). Consequently, the ver-
tices XQ and x* would be in the same block of the block graph A\(v0,H) and, 
therefore, they would be adjacent in A\(vo,H) and in H, which is impossible 
since x* £ V(A\(x0,H)) = V(H) - (NH(XO) U {x0}) . We therefore henceforth 
assume that X A - I is a unique vertex of {#i , . . • , # A - I } which is adjacent to 
a vertex of A\(x0,H) — V(Be(v0)) in A\(v0,H). We now show that the ver-
tices xo,x\,... , XA-\ form an end block in A\(v0, H). To prove this, it would 
suffice to show that every vertex ;r,- (1 < i < A — 2) is adjacent to the vertex 
X A - 1 (since A\(v0,H) is a block graph and NAl{v0}H)(xo) = {x\,... , x A - i } )• 
Suppose to the contrary that some vertex xlQ £ {x\,. . . , .TA-2} is not ad-
jacent to xA-\ . Then NAl{voj-j)(xto) C {x0,.. . , 1^-2} - {*i0}
 a n c l there-
fore rf741(Vo,H)(
x.o) < A — 1, a contradiction. This proves that the vertices 
xo,... ,#A-1 form an end block of order A in A\(v0,H). Moreover, since 
{x*,x0,-..,xA-2} C iV j4 l ( lJo>// )(xA-i), dAl{v0)H)(xA-\) = A and, therefore, 
there exists exactly one vertex x* £ V(A\(x0, H)) - V(_?c(i>o)) adjacent to 
X A - I in A\(v0,H). 
Next we show that x* is a vertex of degree A - 1 in A\(x0,H). Suppose 
to the contrary that dAl{xoH)(
x*) = A . Then consider the graph A\(x*,H). 
Clearly, v0 is a vertex of A\(x*,H). In addition, exactly A + 1 vertices of 
A\(x*,H) belong to the set NH(XO)^{XO} which is the disjoint union of the sets 
{ X 0 , . . . , X A - I } and NH(xo)nNH(vo)- By the above we have V(A\(x*,H)) f] 
{x 0 , . . . , X A - I } = {xo,..., .TA-2} • Hence, there exist two vertices y and y' such 
that V(A\(x*,H)) nNH(xo)nNH(vo) = {y,y'}. But then x0 , y, y ' , and v0 
belong to the same block of A\ (x*,H). Thus x0 is adjacent to v0 in Ai (x*,H) 
and in /I , a contradiction. This shows that dAl(Xo,H)(
x*) = A - 1. 
It follows from the above that x* $ VJ (since each vertex of FJ is of degree 
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A in A\(x0,H)). We now show that x* £ VJ' . For d = 3 , this is evident. 
Thus assume that d. > 4 and suppose to the contrary that x* £ VJ'. Since 
^v4i(_0,B)(
:r*) = A — 1, there exists a vertex // £ NH(x0) H NH(v0) such tha t 
V ( A i ( x * , H ) ) n ( /VL /U^U {To}) = { y , T o , . - . , . r _ _ 2 } . Now let us observe tha t 
if v belongs to NAl{_0iH)(**) n Vj , then i V 4 l u * J / ) U ) C V(H , ( " ) ) U {//} - {<>} 
and dAl{x%H)(x) > A - l for each ;r £ V(Hf(t>)) - {v} . Hence, N4lU-,//)(T) = 
V(H e(U)) U {y} - {v} for each x £ V(H e ( c ) ) - {v} . Consequently, V(Bt.(v)) U 
{x0,v0} - {U} C NAl{x*}H)(y) and d/i.(_.,//)(y) > A + 1 , a contradiction. This 
shows tha t x* ^ VJ'. 
Next we show tha t x* £ V/ . This is clear if d — 3 . Assume that r/ > 4 
and suppose to the contrary that x* £ Vd and, therefore, x* ^ V,/ U VJ U VJ' . 
Choose any vertex v £ VJ and consider the graph A\(v,H). It is easy to ob-
serve tha t there exists a vertex y £ NH(x0)nNH(v0) such that V(A\(v,H)) — 
V( A\ (v, A\(x0,H)) ) U {y,x0,.. . ,X/\-\} . On the other hand, our assumption 
on x* implies tha t the vertices v0 and x* are in the same component of 
A\(v,A\(x0,H)) . But now an ;r* — U0 pa th in A\(v, A\(x0,H)) and the edges 
v0y, yx0 , ToTA-i , x/_-\x* form a cycle in the block graph A\(v,H). This 
implies tha t the vertices t;0 and x0 are adjacent in A\(v,H) and in H, which 
is impossible. It follows t h a t x* £ Vd .. 
Let P = (v0,v\,... ,Vd = x*) be the shortest i;0 — x* pa th in A\(x0,H). 
Let Bt denote the block of A\(xQ,H) tha t contains the vertices vt-\ and vx 
of P (i = 1 , . . . ,d). Note that B\ and Bd are end blocks of A\(x0,H). As a 
m a t t e r of fact, Hi and H2 axe the only end blocks of A\(x0, H). For if not , let 
B be another end block of A\(x0,H), and let z £ V(B) be a vertex of degree 
A — 1 in A\(x0,H). Clearly, B is disjoint with the blocks B\,... ,Bd , and, 
therefore, we have dAl{xQ^H)_v{B)(v0, x*) = dAl{x0iH)(v0, x*) = d. On the other 
hand , observe tha t A\(z,H) consists of __i(x0 ,H) — V ( H ) , the block induced 
by the vertices x 0 , . . . ,x_\-\ , and the edge x*x&-\ . This combined with the 
above forces dAl{ZyH)(v0,x0) — d + 2 , which is impossible since A\(z,H) = G 
is a g raph of diameter d. This proves tha t Hi and Bd are the only end blocks 
of A\(x0,H). Consequently, Hi , H2,... ,Bd are the only blocks of A\(x0,H). 
Moreover, d is an odd integer, and Hi , H3,..., Bd are blocks of order A , while 
H2, H4,... , Bd-\ are blocks of order two. 
T h e proof may now be completed . We distinguish two cases: d > 3 or d = 3 . 
Firs t , if d > 3 , then we consider the graph A\(vd-2, H). Certainly, there 
exists y £ NH(vo) D NH(x0) such tha t V(A\(vd-2,H)) = V(A\(x0,H)) U 
{y,x0,-.. , £ A - 1 } ~ V(Bd-2) - {vd-\} • Note tha t the set V(B_) - {vd-\,Vd} 
is nonempty and each its vertex x is adjacent to the vertex y in A\(vd-2iH) 
(otherwise dAl{vd_7jH) < A — 1) . This implies tha t the vertices of V(Bd) U 
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{y, XQ, . . . , TA-i } — {vd-\} are in the same block of A\(i)d-2,H). Hence, the 
vertex xo is adjacent to the vertex x* = Vd in A\(vd-2<>H) and in H , a contra-
diction. If d = 3 , then we consider the graphs A\ (v(),H), A\ (v:i, H), A\(v'^,H) 
for U3 G V ( J B 3 ) — {^2,^3}, and A\(v\,H). Note tha t there exists a vertex 
t G NH(v0)nNH(xo) such that ^ ( ^ ( 1 ) 3 , - ^ ) ) - V(BX) U {/, T0,.. . , TA-2 } , 
NAl(v3,H)(t) = {w0,-Co, • • • , ^ A - 2 } , arid, therefore, 
A rA1(.-3,l/)(
? ;i)n { M ' O , . . . , * A _ 2 } = 0 . 
On the other hand, since V(A\(vli,H)) = V(Bi)U{x0, TA-i } , the vertex t 
must be adjacent to the vertex O3 . Finally, there exists a vertex z G A
rI/(.r0) — 
{x0 , . . • , x A - 2 }~{t) such tha t V(AX (vx, H)) = {*, c, .r0 , . . . , . r A _ 2 } U V(£?3 ) -
{U2}. Since {U3,J ' o , . . . , . r A _ 2 } C NAl{vuH)(t) and {t, z, x,\,. . . , x A _ 2 } C 
NAl(VuH)(x{)), the vertices t and x0 are of degree A in A\(v\,H) and they do 
not form a bridge in A\(v\, H) (as x\ is their common neighbour) . This implies 
tha t A\(v\,H) is not isomorphic, to G, which is a final contradict ion. D 
COROLLARY 8. / / G is a tree, then G G A\ if and only if G is a path or a 
star. D 
In the next theorem we determine the cycles whose squares belong to the 
family M. 
T H E O R E M 8. If Cn is a cycle of length n , then its square Cf belongs to A
r 
if and, only if ?? = 3, 4, 5 , or 6 . 
P r o o f . It is clear tha t C\ ^ A'3 , C'\ ^ K4 , C\ = A',-, belong to M. 
Moreover, C'£ belongs to M since N(v,C'i + ^ 2 ) - Cl f o r e a r n vertex v of 
C£ + A 2 . Thus , it remains to prove that C\ does not belong to M if ?? > 7. 
Suppose to the contrary that C2n G M for some ?? > 7. Let G be a graph 
such tha t N(x,G) ~ Cf for each x G V(G). Fix an arbi t rary vertex .r0 of G . 
Since 7V(T0, G) is isomorphic to Cf} , we may assume that e0 , v\ , . . . , e„_i are 
the vertices of N(x(),G), and vlcl+\ and rtOj-|-2 are the edges of N(XQ,G) (all 
indices are taken modulo ?/ ). We next consider the graph A r(e2 , G) which is also 
isomorphic to Cf . Assume that u(), u\,. . . , utl-\ are the vertices of A
r ( e 2 , G ) , 
and let ulul+\ and UiUi+2 be the edges of N(r2,G). Since T0 and the v(Ttices 
i'o , v\ , O3 , O4 of N(X{\,G) belong to N(v2*G), without loss of generality we 
may assume tha t U.Q == Vo , 'u-i = v\ , u2 = T0 , ?!3 — r\-, , and //.. _- r.j (see Figure 
3). But now the graph N(v:\, G) contains a subgraph with the edges .r0ri , .r0v2 . 
xov\ •> «ro '̂5 1 ' V 2 1 '^2r4 1 f?2^5 ^ *'•. *\r> 1 and i\\u^ , which is impossible in C,, for 
?? > 7 . This contradicts Ar(O3,C7) ._. Cf} , and our theorem follows. D 
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xo = u2 Ç 
Figure 3. 
Finally, we have the following part ial result on cycles whose squares belong 
to A\ . 
T H E O R E M 9. If Cn is a cycle of length n , then its square C\ belongs to A\ 
for n G { 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 } , and C\ does not belong to A\ for n > 10. 
P r o o f . Certainly, C\ *_ A 3 , C\ * A 4 , C\ = A 5 , C\ = A2,2,2 -
7\2 + A'2 + A*2 , and C | = C-j belong to A\ by Lemma 1. We now claim that C\ 
does not belong to A\ if n > 10 . Suppose to the contrary tha t C\ G A\ for some 
n > 10. Then there exists a graph G such tha t A\(x,G) = CT
2
t for each x G 
V ( G ) . Take any vertex XQ of G and consider the graph A\ (XQ, G ) . Assume tha t 
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\Vo, v\,..., vn_! } i s fne vertex set and {viVt+\, vlvl^r2 : i = 0 , 1 , . . . , n~ 1} is the 
edge set of i 4 i ( x 0 , G ) (all indices are taken modulo n ) . Now, the 
g raph A\(v2,G) ._. C* c o n t a i n s the vertices v5, v6,... , ^;n_1 of - 4 i ( x 0 , G ) , 
the vertex £0 , and four vertices of NG(x0). Assume tha t V(A\(v2,G)) = 
{ w 0 , i i i , . . . , u n - 1 } , V ( A i ( v 2 , G ) ) H Nc(xo) = { w o , w i , „ 3 , _ 4 } , u 2 = xo , and 
^5 = *>5,.. . , u n _ i = vn-\ . Then, without loss of generality we may assume tha t 
{uiUl+\,ulul\±2 : i = 0 , 1 , . . . , n - 1} is the edge set of A\(v2, G). But now, since 
n _t 10 , the vertices Un_2, *In-i, ^o, ^i - ^o> ^i belong to the graph A\(v$,G) 
and {vn-2, vo, V\,u0,u\) - ^Ax{vb,G)(
vn-\) • This implies tha t vn-\ is a vertex 
of degree at least 5 in A\(v5,G) and, therefore, A\(v^,G) is not isomorphic to 
C„ , a contradict ion. This proves tha t C\ does not belong to A\ if n > 10. D 
There are a number of questions raised by the results presented in this section. 
We present some of them. Indeed, the following simple question is still unresolved 
by us. Do the graphs Cf and C | belong to A\ ? Since the square C\ of Cn 
is a circulant graph, Theorems 8 and 9 also raise the more general question: 
characterize those circulant graphs which belong to M and those which belong 
to A\ . 
Hall [17] has proved tha t the Petersen graph belongs to N .\t is na tu ra l to ask 
which generalized Petersen graphs (see [33, p . 2] for the definition) belong to M 
and which of them belong to *4i . In part icular, which products Cn x K2 belong 
to J\f (A\ , resp.)? Note tha t C'3 x K2 belongs to N, since N(x,G) = C 3 x K2 
for each vertex x of the graph G shown in Figure 4. Similarly, C3 x K2 belongs 
to A\ , since C3 x K2 is isomorphic to C6 , and C% belongs to A\ by Lemma 
1. Buset [11] has shown that C\ x K2 belongs to Af. 
A sunflower of order n > 3 is a graph Sn with the vertices U0, v\,. . . , vn-\, 
uo,u\,. . . ,un-\ and the edges vtvt+\ , u%Vi, and UiVljt.\ (i is taken modulo 
n ) . It is easy to check tha t S3 ^ Af. On the other hand , Figure 5 exhibits a 
g raph F of order 16 ( the opposite sides of the square are to be identified) such 
tha t N(x,F) _•! 5 4 for each x G V(F). This implies tha t 5 4 E Af. For which n 
does there exist a finite graph G stich tha t N(x,G) = Sn for each x £ V(G)t 
Which sunflowers belong to A\ ? 
Finally, find the pa ths Pn for which the square P\ belongs to Af and those 
for which the square P\ belongs to A\ . 
4 . In this section we have only one result. 
Theorem 9 Every graph H belongs to A3 for j > 2 . 
P r o o f . It is easy to see tha t for the lexicographic product C2j+2[H] of the 
cycle C2.7+2 of length 2/ + 2 and the graph H we have Aj(v,C2j+2[H]) =* H 
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